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Disclaimer 

Strenuous physical exercise can be a dangerous activity. There are inherent
risks in any physical activity, intense fitness training is no exception. The 
use of professional instruction is recommended before entering into any 
type of sport or physical exercise. You should become knowledgeable about
the risks involved and assume personal responsibility for your actions. The 
information contained within this manual may or may not be accurate and 
is open to interpretation. 
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About Forest Vance 

Forest holds a Master’s degree in Human Movement and personal training 
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Sacramento functional training gym.

He also maintains a network of fitness-related websites, makes regular 
guest appearances on many others, has been featured in national 
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Introduction

Are you looking for a new CHALLENGE to change your routine, “shake 
things up” and kick it up a notch?

Do you want to bust your current plateau, get MORE done in LESS time and
take your training to the next level?

Are you just looking for a new reason to get EXCITED about kettlebells?

If you’ve answered yes to any of these questions, you're the right place!!

My name is Forest Vance.  I’m a former pro athlete, Russian kettlebell 
expert, gym owner, boot camp instructor and personal trainer based out of 
Sacramento, CA.

See, we’re using a kettlebell training system at my small Sacramento, CA 
gym that’s getting our clients some *shocking* results … and I’ve FINALLY 
decided to “spill the beans” and share this complete system with the world.

The specific way this training method is put together is, quite frankly, like 
nothing you’ve ever seen before, and I just can’t WAIT to tell you about it 
…
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MY Kettlebell Story

I want to tell you my own personal story, because I think it’s important for 
you to know – and I want to explain to you how the system I’m going to 
share with you today came to be …

I’m currently a personal trainer and boot camp instructor based out of 
Sacramento, CA. I hold a Master’s Degree in Human Movement, in addition 
to Personal Training Certifications through the American College of Sports 
Medicine and National Academy of Sports Medicine. I’m also a Russian 
Kettlebell Challenge Certified Instructor.

My athletic achievements include playing football at the college level and a 
stint in the NFL. I’ve trained thousands of clients both in person and online,
and have a track record of getting people phenomenal results in short 
amounts of time.

But I haven’t always been in top shape and living the fitness lifestyle.  No –
not long ago, I went through a lot of the same struggles you probably 
have, too …

Back in my football days, I was in top shape. After a great college career 
and a ‘cup of coffee’ in the NFL, it was time to move on. The transition was 
pretty smooth – except from a personal fitness standpoint. Long story 
short, I ended up at about 310 pounds:
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I remember feeling so freakin’ fat – so out of shape, and different from my 
former athletic self – it was just flat-out depressing.

It was the picture above, in fact, that ultimately triggered my 
transformation. I started on an intense workout and diet plan, and lost 64 
pounds over the next 7 months:
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HOW I Did It

Now, when I first started my weight loss journey, my #1 goal was weight 
loss.  So I knew I needed to design my workouts around that goal.  But, 
the main focus of my workouts up to that point in time had been 
performance.  That is, I wasn’t just training for weight loss or to hit a 
certain number of inches gone … every time I hit the gym, it was to put a 
few more pounds on the squat bar, or add a couple reps to the bench 
press.

This PERFORMANCE – based concept … setting goals like doing a few more 
reps of push ups or squats in a certain amount of time, etc. … is what really
accelerated my results, and is what helped me actually make progress and 
eventually reach my weight loss goal – but in a fun and enjoyable way.

This performance – based idea has become a big part of the workouts I 
design now … and has since been melded with the kettlebell …

 

How I Discovered the Kettlebell

I had this insane workout partner at one of the “big box” gyms I worked at 
when I first got into the personal training world.  He was an ex-marine, and
we would do these ridiculously hard workouts every day, and always 
compete with each other.

One day, he brought his kettlebell with him to the gym, and we mixed it 
into one of these performance-based workouts I am speaking of here.  I 
was instantly hooked.

It was just about the coolest thing ever.  The shape of the weight, how you 
could do things with it that you couldn’t do well with other training 
implements, just the flat-out uniqueness …
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From there, I went on to do multiple kettlebell certifications with the RKC, 
incorporate them into all of my own workouts and those of my clients, and 
eventually open my own kettlebell gym in Sacramento, CA.

Now I’ve gone on to help thousands of people – both online and off – reach
their ultimate fitness goals.  And a big way I’ve done that is using 
kettlebells … even more specifically, kettlebell challenge workouts.
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The Magical Combo of Kettlebells and Performance

Where the real magic lies in this is how we combine this concept of 
performance-based workouts and kettlebells.  They are the perfect tool to 
incorporate into these style of workouts for an extra challenge.  EVEN 
BETTER, these workouts take 20 minutes or less to do and can be done 
with just a single kettlebell and your own body weight.

This is the method I have created and used with my clients that has helped
them achieve such amazing success.

Here are a few of the benefits you can expect when you try out this full 
system for yourself:

– Slash your body fat

– Get a lean, athletic looking build

– Bump up your current weights

– “Tighten up”

– Get STRONG – WITHOUT lots of expensive equipment

– Do it QUICK – with a workout that can fit into your crazy schedule

– Seamlessly integrate kettlebells and body weight, and improve the 
efficiency and effectiveness of your KB routine

These workouts have been such a hit, with my clients online and off, over 
the last couple of years, that I knew I just couldn’t keep them to myself 
any longer.

So, I’ve decided to put everything I have learned about kettlebell challenge
workouts into THIS awesome new program!!
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Ultimate Kettlebell Challenge Workouts - Program Outline

The Ultimate Kettlebell Challenge Workouts system consists of 33 different 
kettlebell (and body weight) – based workouts.

These are a very similar style to the workouts we do at my Sacramento, CA
training studio.  They are designed to help you lose fat, gain lean muscle, 
and get into fantastic physical condition … and build mental toughness at 
the same time.

You hit every major muscle group every day, and get both strength and 
conditioning work in every session.  (Each individual workout emphasizes 
one or the other – strength or cardio – and these are actually rotated 
through the 8 week program to optimize results and recovery.)

The main challenge workouts are to be done every other day, 
allowing 48 hours of rest between training sessions.

So for example, the first two weeks will look like:

Mon - Workout 1
Tues – off
Weds - Workout 2
Thurs – off
Fri - Workout 3
Sat – off
Sun - Workout 4
Mon – off
Tues - Workout 5
Weds – off
Thurs - Workout 7
Fri – off
Sat - Workout 8
Sun – off

And so on.
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Done in this fashion, the 33 workouts in this manual should last you about 
8 weeks.

Make sense?  Cool.  Let's get cranking with these workouts!!
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Joint Mobility Sequence

This is the joint mobility sequence I personally do every morning.  You can 
do it in the morning, at any time of day, or before your workout.

* Do 10-20 reps of each exercise.  Make you you set yourself up with 
perfect posture BEFORE you start the routine.

– hip circles
– hula hoop
– forward/backward bends
– side bends
– waist twist
– shoulder shrug
– arm circles
– 3 way neck
– “prying” squat
– down dog + cobra

* Also be sure to watch the video in the FVT Kettlebell Workshop Video 
Series to see how to do each exercise
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Movement Prep Warm Up

Do this warm up before ALL workouts.

I have provided two different warm ups to choose from – you can rotate 
back and forth, doing the first one with your first workout, the second one 
with your second workout, the first one with your third workout, and so on.

Warm Up A

Do each exercise at a medium intensity for 30 seconds; no rest between 
moves; twice through the circuit:

- Run in Place
- Body Weight Squat (sit low and try to sit progressively lower as you get 
warmed up)
- Arm Cross (swing the arms back and forth nice and easy in front of the 
body)
- Plank Hold – (keep the core activated!!)
- Leg Swing – (hold a wall if you need to; swing/kick the legs, one at a 
time, forward and then back, alternately stretching the hamstrings and hip 
flexors w each swing)
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Warm Up B

Do the circuit twice; no rest between moves; twice through the circuit:

– Prisoner Lunge – 8 reps each side - Be sure to clasp the fingers behind 
the head and squeeze the shoulder blades together HARD during the 
exercise

- Push Up – 8 reps - Choose an “easy” version for YOUR strength / fitness 
level … we're just getting warmed up and ready for the workout to come 
here, not trying to burn ourselves out, YET ;)

- Inverted Row – 8 reps - Same here as with the push ups - choose an 
“easy” version for YOUR strength / fitness level
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33 Ultimate Kettlebell Challenge Workouts

Be sure to watch the FVT Kettlebell Workshop videos for detailed instruction
on how to do all of the KB exercises.

For body weight exercises beyond the very basics – push ups, jumping 
jacks, etc - I've provided written descriptions.

Sprinting is used for conditioning at the end of some of the workouts.  IF 
you cannot sprint, you can substitute:

– stationary bike
– step ups on to a box at a good pace
– jumping jacks

Or any other body weight conditioning exercise that will elevate your heart 
rate in the same way running would.

Be sure to do the exercise you're subbing out for sprinting for the same 
amount of time prescribed.

For example – sub out 30 seconds of sprinting with 30 seconds of riding 
hard on the stationary bike.

If you have any questions at all, email me at 
forest@forestvancetraining.com and I'll do my best to help.

Alright - time to get to the workouts!
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Workout 1 – Doing it Way Big

Pretty simple template for today's training session - two pairings of big, 
compound moves ... then a cardio finisher to end the day with a bang!

Pair 1 (4 rounds total)

- heavy single KB swing (10 reps)
- close grip push up (10 reps)

Pair 2 (4 rounds total)

- split squat (lunge without moving the feet during the movement) w KB in 
goblet position (8 reps per leg)
- inverted row (use a suspension trainer, or simply a low bar) (8 reps)

FINISH with - as many reps as possible in 30 seconds of each 
exercise; 3 rounds of the sequence:

- prisoner body weight squats (hands are interlaced behind the head)
- cross body mountain climbers (bring the knee to the opposite elbow on 
each rep)
- burpees (no push up)
- shuttle sprints (set two cones up 10 yards apart, sprint back and forth 
between them as fast as you can!!)
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Workout 2 – Super Circuit

Six exercises, do as many reps as possible of each movement in 45 
seconds, rest for 15 seconds between exercises, do three rounds total:

-- burpee
-- towel curl with single kettlebell
-- KB goblet squat
-- push up
-- step ups on to tire / box / etc (alternate legs)
-- shuttle sprint (set two cones up 10 yards apart, sprint back and forth 
between them as fast as you can!!)
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Workout 3 – The Punisher

Set up three stations for this one -

1 - Press + KB swing combo - do 3 presses on one side, straight into 6 
one arm swings on that same side. Rest as needed between sets - so you 
can use lots of weight. Three rounds total on each side.

2 - Pull ups + walking lunges - do as many reps as you can on the pull 
ups, minus ONE (do NOT go to failure), then 12 lunges each side. Three 
sets total of each exercise.

3 - Push ups + KB curls - 15 reps of each exercise, rotated back and 
forth with as little rest as possible.

FINISH with sprints - 30 seconds on, 30 seconds off times five to ten 
(depending on your fitness level, etc.)
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Workout 4 - Pull Up, TGU, Swing, Cardio Giant Circuit

This is one of my absolute FAVORITE KB/BW full body circuits.  Takes 
about 15 minutes and works every muscle in your body!

Start by doing Pull Ups - go to two reps short of failure, or Inverted Rows 
instead.

Now do a single TGU (Turkish Get Up) on each side. Pick a weight that 
challenges you, but one that allows you to keep good form.

Now do 20 Swings - do two hand, single hand or hand-to-hand.
Finish the circuit with 60 seconds of high-intensity cardio. (Sprints, jumping
rope, etc.)

Repeat that circuit 3-5 times with no rest between individual exercises and 
about one minute of rest between circuits.
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Workout 5 – ExtraHard

Simple circuit-style workout for you today. BUT ... it's EXTRA hard ... 
because we're doing a full 70 seconds of work at each station!! Craziness :)

Rest for 35 seconds between exercises, and do the full circuit three to four 
times thru:

- burpee
- KB swing (go a little lighter than usual; you'll be doing about 50 reps in a 
row!)
- inverted row (go at a little higher angle than usual; lots of reps here as 
well!)
- plank hold
- T push up (also known as push up with rotation)
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Workout 6 – Welcome to the Jungle

Welcome to the jungle. We've got fun and games.

Start today's session with these two strength circuits:

1 – KB renegade row + KB walking lunge

- 10 reps of each (5 each side on the renegade rows – put one hand on a 
box or some other elevated object on the side that's resting if you only 
have a single kettlebell)
- no rest between exercises
- rest about 60 seconds after completing pairing, then repeat two more 
times for a total of three sets each

2 - KB goblet squat + push up

- 10 reps of each
- no rest between exercises
- rest about 60 seconds after completing pairing, then repeat two more 
times for a total of three sets each

FINISH the session with (work for 30 seconds, rest for 10, repeat circuit 
three times total):

- burpees
- shuttle runs, back and forth between cones about 10 yards apart
- repeating squat jumps
- bear crawls, back and forth between cones about 10 yards apart
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Workout 7 – FVT Challenge Workout

FVT Challenge Workout

-- 100 kettlebell swings (16k for women, 24k for men)
-- 50 burpees (touch body to the floor on each rep)
-- 100 push ups (knees for women, toes for men)
-- 50 inverted rows (body should be parallel to the floor; body touches 
bar/etc. at top of each rep)
-- 100 lunges (tap knee to the floor at the bottom of each rep)

AS FAST AS POSSIBLE.

- weights listed are "prescribed" and what you want to eventually work up 
to using ... BUT use good judgement and safety when selecting a weight for
YOUR own fitness and ability level
- exercises can be done in ANY order you want (do NOT have to do reps 
consecutively)
- 25 min time limit
- under 23 mins is awesome
- under 20 mins is the "gold" standard
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Workout 8 – BW and KB Smoke Session

This workout seems simple on paper but really is quite tough in practice.  
Enjoy!

Start by performing the following circuit three times at a low-to-medium 
intensity:

- 15 goblet squats

- 15 push ups

- 8 single leg deadlift (each leg) (like a traditional deadlift, only performed 
balancing on one leg)

- 5 pull ups

Then, perform the following combination 5-10 times on each arm, taking 
just as much rest as needed to use good form:

- 1 clean

- 2 squat to overhead presses

- 3 snatches
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Workout 9 – Up the Ladder

Try this full-body bodyweight and kettlebell circuit. All you’ll need is a single
kettlebell and about 20 minutes to spare.

Here’s the exact sequence of exercises that you’re going to perform:

- 5 Burpees
- 10 KB Squat Cleans
- 15 Lunges (each leg)
- 20 KB Swings
- 25 Push Ups

Repeat this sequence twice as fast as you can. This workout hits all of your 
major muscle groups, can be performed in about 20 minutes, and gets you 
both a resistance training and cardio workout all at the same time. You 
could do this one instead of a cardio session, or even by itself if you’re 
pressed for time.
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Workout 10 – Strength Tri – Set

Build strength in just 20 minutes with today's workout ...

The beauty of today's workout is that you can move some weights and get 
stronger ... in a very time-efficient way.
And because of the way the training session is set up, you'll be resting one 
muscle group while others are working.
Let's get to it -

Tri-set 1

-- KB goblet squat - 8 reps w 12 rep max
-- push up - 10 reps w 15 rep max resistance
-- pull up - 5 reps w 8 rep max resistance

Four rounds for time

Tri-set 2

-- step up w added weight - 8 reps w 12 rep max
-- single KB overhead press (do two sets on each side) - 8 reps w 15 rep 
max resistance
-- inverted row - 5 reps w 8 rep max resistance

Four rounds for time

FINISH with as many kettlebell swings as you can in 120 seconds - use a 
weight that will challenge you, but one that you can complete all reps with 
using perfect form.
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Workout 11 – Simple but TOUGH

Today's session is simple and short - but TOUGH! :)

This is a sequence of four different exercises. You can do it at the end of 
your existing workout to finish it off strong … or, if you’re pressed for time, 
it can be a stand-alone workout in itself.

It’s going to hit almost all of your major muscle groups, and give you a 
resistance and cardio workout all at the same time.

Here we go -

~ plank-to-push up (press yourself up from a plank position to a push up, 
do a full push up, then lower yourself back down)
~ kb goblet squat
~ jumping jack
~ kettlebell swing

Do each exercise for as many reps as possible in 30 seconds. No rest 
between moves. Do the entire sequence five to seven times non-stop with 
no rest.
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Workout 12 – Kettlebell and Body Weight Beat Down

Start today with two exercises paired together - the plank and the lunge 
jump. You'll do four sets total of each, for as many reps as you can in 25 
seconds. Rest for about 15 seconds between exercises.

Second pairing is the standard push up and the KB swing - 12 reps of 
each, as little rest as possible, as many rounds as you can in five minutes.

Now for a killer finisher.  You'll do seven reps of each exercise without 
putting the 'bell down - single arm KB press, KB rack squat, and KB bent 
row. Then you'll set the KB down, do seven burpees, and repeat the entire 
sequence a total of four times (two times on each side).
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Workout 13 – Fun Day

It's fun to break away from the standard workout structure and do 
something different sometimes. That's what you'll do in today's training 
session!

* Do three sets total of all exercises in the workout today

•one arm kettlebelll squat to overhead press - 8 per side
•pull ups - max reps -1 (do as many reps as you can, STOPPING one 
rep short of failure)

•kettlebell swings
•push ups
•jumping jacks
•mountain climbers

Do as many reps as you can of each exercise in 30 seconds; resting AS 
LITTLE AS POSSIBLE then move to the next exercise in the circuit.
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Workout 14 – Strong and Simple

This workout seems basic at first glance - but when you try it you will see 
the power in its simplicity.

*rest for 30 seconds between each exercise and about 1 min between 
exercise pairs

*do 4 sets total of each exercise in pairings

•pull ups - 3 to 5 reps, add weight if possible
•waking lunges - 10 ea leg

•plank holds - :30
•kettlebell swings - 12

FINISH with this conditioning sequence:

jumping jacks - as many reps as possible in 30 seconds
total body extensions - as many reps as possible in 30 seconds
sprints - 30 seconds

Repeat the sequence two to three times total.
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Workout 15 – Swing and Burpee Kettlebell Challenge

Simple kettlebell swing and burpee challenge workout for you today.

All you'll need is a single kettlebell for doing two hand swings.

This one should take you around 10 minutes - maybe less.

Start with 15 kettlebell swings and 1 burpee.

Without resting, move on to 14 swings and 2 burpees.

Continue in this fashion - going down on swing reps and up on burpee reps 
- until you reach 1 swing and 15 burpees.
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Workout 16 – Total Body Strength and Conditioning

This one is a great mix of both total body strength training and conditioning

Push ups = 10 (pick a TOUGH version, for you and your own fitness level)

Step up (onto box or tire, etc.) = 10

Do three sets with :10 seconds of rest between each set

One arm row = 10-12 each arm

Do three sets with :10 seconds of rest between each set

KB curl = 12 

Body weight tricep extension (do this against a wall … kind of like a body 
weight skullcrusher) = 12

Do three sets with :10 seconds of rest between each set

Finish with three sets of the following exercises: (:30 seconds each 
exercise, :10 seconds rest between sets)

Burpee

Body weight Squat

Plank

Single Leg Deadlift

High Knees
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Workout 17 – Mega Strength Day

Here's a strength workout that will get you pumped!

You'll be doing 3 circuits for 4 minutes each. Try to get as many rounds as 
possible within the 4 minutes.

Circuit #1

Push up = 10-12 reps
Jump Lunge = 8

Circuit #2

Single Arm KB Bent Row = 10 (each side)
Split Squat = 10 each leg

Circuit #3

KB Overhead Press (with squat) = 12
Underhand Grip Body Weight Row = 12

Finish with:

Push ups = 1 minute
Squat jump = :30 seconds
Body Weight Squat = :30 seconds

Repeat 2 times
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Workout 18 – Hybrid Cardio

This one seems simple on paper but it is NOT easy by any means ... it's 
"hybrid cardio" because you're also getting a great strength element mixed
in with your conditioning work.

Round 1 - four sets of each exercise - do the circuit three times as fast as 
possible

KB squat to overhead press (two sets each side) - 10
chin up (use assistance if needed) - 5
KB swing - 15
sprint 100 yds (or 30 seconds)

Round 2 - three sets of each exercise - do the circuit three times as fast as
possible

heavy KB sumo deadlift - 10 (make sure to use HIGH TENSION principles 
and squeeze the glutes and abs HARD at the top of each rep)
inverted row (w suspension trainer etc) - 12
burpees - 7
body weight medicine ball chops (same motion as med ball chops … just w 
no med ball! ;) - 8 each side
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Workout 19 – Single KB Complex

THIS is a complex you can do with a single kettlebell!

It is very simple yet very tough.

You will start with 10 reps of the KB ground to overhead move. (Start 
from a deadlift. Snap the KB up to the shoulder level/goblet squat position 
with one motion off the floor. Then press it over head with BOTH hands. 
Return it to the ground. That's one rep.

Move directly into 10 kettlebell goblet squats without setting the KB 
down.

Move directly into 10 kettlebell swings without setting the KB down.

Set the KB down and do 15 push ups.

Rest for about 30 seconds.

Repeat the complex for five to seven rounds total.

THAT's your single KB full-body workout for the day! Enjoy!
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Workout 20 – Cardio Strength Training

This workout is set up so you'll get the PERFECT mix of strength work and 
cardio training.

START with this circuit - do as many rounds as you can of prescribed reps 
in 7 minutes:

15 two hand KB swing
:30 plank hold
12 inverted rows w suspension trainer, rings, etc.
20 jumping jacks

ONE MORE circuit done in the same fashion, as many rounds as possible in
7 minutes:

10 walking lunge with KB in goblet position
10 push ups w feet elevated if possible - or hardest version you can 
manage for a "clean" 10 reps
15 bicep curls w kettlebell
7 burpees

FINISH with three sets each of the following exercises, as many reps as 
possible in 30 seconds and NO rest at all:

tricep extensions lying on floor w KB
standing bicep curls with towel looped through handle of KB
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Workout 21 – Get It

- giant circuit - this one you'll do each exercise for as many reps as 
possible in 40 seconds and rest for 20 seconds between movements. 
Perform full circuit four times total sticking to same work/rest interval.

lunge with rotation (hold KB in your hands in front of the body ... rotate 
OVER the front leg each rep)
push up
KB goblet squat
inverted row
burpee (no push up)

- total body ab circuit - do this one in the same work-to-rest fashion as 
the previous circuit ... do three rounds total:

bird dog/opposite arm leg raise (from kneeling position)
side plank hold
front plank hold w tricep extension (push yourself up to a push up from the
plank position on the elbows to a push up position on the hands and back 
down for reps)
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Workout 22 – Death by Snatch and Burpee

You'll need just a single kettlebell - "prescribed" weight is 24k for men and 
16k for women - but pick a weight that you know you can handle with good
form.

Start by performing 10 KB snatches on the right side and 10 on the left.
Do 10 burpees.

Resting as little as possible, move right into 9 snatches on the left side, 9 
snatches on the right side, and 9 burpees.

Work your way down to one snatch on each side and one burpee - going 
down one rep on each exercise each round - as fast as possible.

That's it.  Super simple, but SUPER tough.

And again, this workout is EXTREMELY difficult ... so try it at your own 
risk :)
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Workout 23 – KB / BW Blowout

Good old strength/conditioning body weight and KB - based workout from 
FVT …

Circuit 1 - Set your timer for 7 minutes ... get as many rounds as you can 
of the following exercise rotation in that time period:

- 5 vertical jumps (stand up and pause for a second between each rep ... 
go for maximum jump height on each one)

- 10 push ups
- 10 one arm KB/DB rows (each arm)

Circuit 2 - Do as many reps as you can of each exercise in 30 seconds ... 
rest for 5 seconds between moves ... do the entire sequence three times:

- goblet squats
- body weight squats
- 1/2 Turkish get ups (30 seconds each side)
- plank hold
- pull up or chin up (use band for assistance if needed)
- bicep curl with KB
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Workout 24 – Killer Kettlebell Complex

Today I've got a killer kettlebell complex for you.

Here's how it goes -

Killer Kettlebell Complex
– you're going to do each exercise for as many reps as possible in 30 
seconds

– move STRAIGHT from one exercise to the next without putting the KB
down

- after you complete 30 seconds of work in all four movements, rest for 30 
seconds, and repeat complex two more times for a total of three rounds.

kettlebell squat clean (deadlift the 'bell; snap it up to the chin; then do a 
squat with it in the goblet position)
kettlebell swing
kettlebell sumo deadlift
push up

NEXT you'll move into a pair of two body weight exercises - body weight 
squats and plank holds.  Do 30 seconds of as many reps as possible of the 
squats, move directly to the plank hold for 30 seconds, rest for 15 seconds,
then repeat this sequence two more times for a total of three rounds.

To FINISH this is what you got - 30 seconds again of each move, no rest 
between, rest for 60 seconds at the end and repeat for a total of TWO 
rounds:

sprint
lateral hop (back and forth over a line, etc.)
sprint
forward and back hop (over a line again)
sprint
burpee
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Workout 25 – Killer Kettlebell Complex 2

Here's ANOTHER killer kettlebell complex for 'ya -

Do:
3 one arm kettlebell swings
2 one arm kettlebell push presses (small hip dip to get the weight off the 
shoulder, do NOT dip under to catch - just a friendly reminder ... )
1 kettlebell squat to press

START your complex every 45 seconds.  Your rest period is however much 
time is left between when you finish the set and your next 45 second 
interval starts.

Do four sets on the right side, four on the left for a total of 8 45 second 
intervals.

THE you're going to hit 5 push ups, alternated with 5 walking lunges (5 
each leg, 10 total) with a KB in the goblet position ... do as many rounds of
this as you can in 5 minutes.

THEN you're going to finish with 100 two hand swings as fast as possible. 
Use good judgement, use great form ... and use whatever work/rest 
strategy you need to get all 100 done in as short of an amount of time 
possible.
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Workout 26 – The Puker

No joke ... at the end of this workout last week (after our boot camp 
classes), TWO people barfed in one day.  So I thought I'd post it here for 
your enjoyment :)

Round 1 - three sets of each exercise, 12 reps each, rest for 20 seconds 
between movements, perform circuit-style
- squat to overhead press (use two DB's or KB's)
- inverted row (use suspension trainer or bar set up in power rack or 
Smitch machine with bar set at about shoulder height)

Round 2 - three sets of each exercise, rest for 20 seconds between 
movements, perform circuit-style
- two hand KB swing (15)
- burpee (7)

CRAZY finish:

20 jumping jacks
~ 15 yards bear crawls
20 side to side hops (skater hops)
repeat tri-set as many times as possible in 5 minutes

IMMEDIATELY followed by …

“liner” cone sprint (sprint to line 5 yards away and back, then 10 yards 
away and back)

rest for the time it takes you to do the run

switch back and forth and get as many rounds as possible in 90 seconds; 
rest for 30 seconds; repeat
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Workout 27 – Down 'n' Dirty KB Boot Camp Workout

Here's a simple, down - and - dirty KB boot camp workout for you!

Start with 15 two hand kettlebell swings. Without rest, move into 7 
burpees. Do as many rounds of this circuit as you can in 5 minutes.

Rest for about 60 seconds.

Next up is a kettlebell cardio conditioning circuit. Do 10 KB squat cleans 
(clean the KB up to the shoulders with both hands from the floor, do a 
goblet squat, then put the 'bell back on the ground. Repeat for reps)

Follow the squat cleans with 5 "imaginary" renegade rows (pretend like you
are doing the exercise but use body weight only. Resist rotation with your 
torso and try to stay nice and stable.) 

Finish the circuit with 10 KB overhead walking lunges on each leg. (Lock 
the kettlebell out overhead in the overhead press position. Alternate the 
side you are holding the kettlebell on each round.)

Do as many rounds of this circuit as you can in 10 minutes.

Rest for about 60 seconds.

Finish with some sprints today ... ten rounds of 30 seconds of running at a 
9/10 intensity level and 30 seconds of rest between sprints.
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Workout 28 – Full Body Melt Down

This workout is SHORT but CRAZY hard. Enjoy ;)

Complete "meltdown" circuits in order ... THEN rest, and repeat the full 
circuit for a total of three to four times.

Meltdown 1

hand-to-hand swings - 30 seconds
without rest, move to
one hand swings - 30 seconds each side
without rest, move to
two hand swings - 30 seconds

Meltdown 2

Burpees with two push ups - 30 seconds
without rest, move to
Burpees with one push up - 30 seconds
without rest, move to
Burpess without push up - 30 seconds
without rest, move to
Burpess without push up and witout jump at top - 30 seconds

Meltdown 3

KB military press - 30 seconds each side 

without rest, move to

KB push press - 30 seconds each side

without rest, move to

KB push jerk - 30 seconds each side
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Meltdown 4

pull up - 30 seconds

without rest, move to

pull up with hop off ground - 30 seconds
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Workout 29 – Total Body Insanity

Round 1 - KB Combo Circuit

10 snatches (without setting the KB down) to 10 squat to presses (without 
setting the KB down) to 10 swings (without setting the KB down) to a 100 
yd farmer's walk.

Repeat for three rounds on each arm.

Round 2 - Body Weight Circuit - do each exercise for as many reps as 
possible in 30 seconds -do three rounds of the circuit total.

•burpees
•high knees
•inverted rows
•push up with rotation
•body weight squats
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Workout 30 – Time to Get Tough

Today's workout is KB and BW based ... you'll also finish off with an arm 
burn-out that will test your mental toughness for sure ... good luck, you'll 
need it :)

Pair one - repeat each exercise four times total, working up in weight and 
intensity each set. Rest as needed, but try to keep it to 60 seconds or less.
KB snatch - 5 to 8 reps each arm
explosive push up (can be done from the knees or the toes) - 5 to 8 reps

Pair two - repeat each exercise three times total, working up in weight 
and intensity each set. Rest as needed, but try to keep it to 60 seconds or 
less.

1 arm KB press - 3 to 5 reps each arm
walking lunge - 12 reps each leg; add resistance as needed

Finisher -

– Do 12 reps inverted rows at a steep body position; try to hit failure on
your last rep. Then, walk your feet back so the resistance becomes less, 
and immediately knock out 12 more.

– Move DIRECTLY into an alligator hold (time to get tough!). Holding a 
perfect body position, lower yourself into the bottom of a push up and hold 
there, about one inch off the ground, for 30 to 60 seconds.

– Repeat this finisher two times.
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Workout 31 – Flipped

his one is called "Flipped" because the first pair of exercises, you start at 
low reps and work up to high ... and for the last pair, you start at high reps
and work down to low!

Pair 1 -four sets each; keep the weight the same and do 6 reps on the first
set, 8 on the second, 10 on the third, and 12 on the last: (complete the 
prescribed amount of reps on each side before moving on to the next 
exercise)

•1 arm KB press
•single leg squat

Pair 2- three sets of fifteen reps each
•1 arm kettlebell swing (15 reps each arm)
•push ups

Pair 3- four sets of each; keep the weight the same, rest as little as 
possible between sets, and go 12 reps of each, 10 reps of each, 8, and 
finish with 6

•KB goblet step up
•inverted row
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Workout 32 – Shoulder Bully

OHH your shoulders will hate me after this one - but in a good way ;)

•Start with two exercises – kettlebell swings and push ups. Do 
25 reps of each, 20 reps of each, 15 reps of each, and 10 reps of 
each, alternating back and forth between exercises. Take as little rest 
as possible.
•Next, move on to pull ups or inverted rows and KB goblet 
squats.Do these two exercises in the same fashion as you did the two
exercises in the last set.
•Now you’re going to need a kettlebell – you should be able to 
press it over your head comfortably about ten to twelve times. Start 
with a 20 yard farmer’s walk with the weight at your sides. Without 
setting it down, do 10 bent over rows. Again, without setting it down, 
walk with it another 20 yards. Clean the KB up to shoulder height. Do 
10 front squats. Walk another 20 yards. Do 10 KB presses. Walk 
another 20 yards. NOW you can set it down ;) Repeat one to two 
more times per side for a total of two to three rounds.
•Finish with some high intensity intervals.Run, bike, etc. for ten 
rounds of 30 seconds of all-out intensity alternated with 30 seconds of
recovery.
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Workout 33 – Fearsome Foursome

You'll do FOUR rounds each of the following pairs of exercises - 25 seconds 
of work and 10 seconds of rest between sets, 30 to 60 seconds rest 
between rounds:

•KB swing + plank hold
•push up w/ forward reach (superman push up) + KB curl
•KB reverse lunge (same leg for full set, two sets on each leg) + 
burpee

Rest up. THEN - FINISH with four sets of:
•50 yard sprint
•10 squat jumps
•30 jumping jacks

As fast as possible.
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Optional “Off Day” Activity

Some folks have time to and WANT to work out more than three to four 
days per week.  And this is great – I highly encourage you to get up and 
MOVE every day if you can!

The Kettlebell Challenge Workouts in this system DO give you everything 
you need in terms of strength work AND conditioning AND mobility and 
flexibility (this is all built in to each workout) …. BUT …

Get out on your “off” days and hike, bike, swim, kayak – move, burn 
calories, and do something you enjoy!!

A great goal – this is what I personally do myself, and recommend to my 
training clients – is to do three days per week of this type of “off day” 
activity.

This keeps you moving almost every day, with the occasional day of total 
rest to just chill out and let your body recover.
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Conclusion

I hope this guide has served you well. If you have any questions about 
anything at all, don't hesitate to shoot me an e-mail at 
forest@forestvancetraining.com, and I will do my best to help.

I can't wait to hear your success story!

–Forest Vance, MS, RKC II
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Additional Resources

If you enjoyed this report, here is where you can find more of my “stuff”: 

http://forestvance.com  – Forest's site, updated several times each week 
with cool new videos, workout tips, and much more.

ALSO here you can sign up for my free email newsletter … where you'll get 
TONS of free workouts and updates on the latest happenings in the “FVT” 
world

http://facebook.com/kettlebellbasics  – My Facebook Fan Page – 'like' for 
free workouts, videos, and a lot more

http://youtube.com/forestvancetraining  – My YouTube channel – updated 
weekly (or more) with new body weight and kettlebell training videos

http://forestvance.com/store  – Online store where you can find all of my 
other programs and products! 
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